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IoT opportunity
extends across segments
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Distributing Computing with Powerful Embedded 
Platforms Enabling AI at Edge in IoT
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Edge Computing → A Distributed Computing Paradigm
Enablement of Data Computation closer to the data source

On Premises Cloud ComputingEdge Computing

Data Source Cloud
Data

Collection
On-Device

Gateways/

Hub
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IoT = SoCs?
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State-of-the-art 5G Modem-RF
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5G IoT Modem
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Robotics platform



IoT = Features?

Source sample text
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NR-U

• Release 16 not only supports the 

existing global 5 GHz unlicensed band 

widely used by Wi-Fi and LTE LAA 

today, but it can also open doors to the 

greenfield 6 GHz band that brings a 

massive 1200 MHz of unlicensed 

bandwidth in the U.S.

• Challenge today, example
• NR frame structure is targeted for the DL traffic (eMBB)

• DDDSU

• DDDDDDDSUU

• DDDSUDDSUU

• Note that selected countries consider allocating spectrum 

to vertical players (Korea November ‘21 auction)
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Non-Public Networks

• The second Release 16 project that I want to 

highlight is the added support in the system 

architecture for private networks (called “non-public 

networks” or NPN, in 3GPP parlance). Private 

networks utilize dedicated resources (e.g., small cell 

base stations) that are independently managed, 

provide security and privacy that allow sensitive data 

to stay on-premise, and delivers optimizations for 

local applications (e.g., low latency). Private 

networks can benefit a wide range of new 5G 

deployments such as industrial IoT use cases.

• Challenge today, example
• Flexibility of the deployment model is limited resulting in high

cost
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TSN Integration

• As part of the effort for 5G to support new Industry 

4.0 use cases (e.g., factory automation), 5G NR in 

Release 16 added support for TSN integration that 

can ensure time-deterministic delivery of data 

packets. The project includes system components 

such as synchronizing with precise time using 

generalized precision timing protocol (gPTP), 

mapping of TSN configuration into 5G quality-of-

service (QoS) framework for deterministic 

messaging and traffic shaping and providing efficient 

transport of Ethernet frames via header 

compression.

• Challenge today, example
• “Best effort” Ethernet
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Sidelink

• Utilizing 5G to enhance automotive safety is 

another focus area for Release 16. While 

Release 14 C-V2X introduced sidelink (V2V, 

V2I, V2P) to support basic safety use cases, 

Release 16 builds on Release 14/15 by 

introducing a NR-based sidelink that will 

enable new advanced safety use cases while 

also paving the path for autonomous driving. 

Release 16 supports reliable and efficient 

multicast communication based on HARQ 

feedback and uses distance as a new 

dimension at the physical layer, which enables 

“on-the-fly” multicast groups based on distance 

and applications.
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NR-Light

• To broaden and optimize 5G’s support for IoT, 

Rel-17 introduces NR-Light — a new class of 

devices that is more capable than eMTC/NB-

IoT but supports different features and smaller 

bandwidth than 5G NR eMBB/URLLC. For 

example, NR-Light can occupy just 10 or 20 

MHz of bandwidth and deliver 100 Mbps of 

downlink and 50 Mbps of uplink throughput, 

making it a suitable technology for use cases 

such as high-end wearables or industrial IoT 

cameras and sensors.
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Positioning

• Accurate device positioning is a key enabler 

for many vertical applications. The benefit of 

cellular-based positioning, which complements 

existing GNSS systems, is that it works well for 

both outdoor and indoor locations. With the 

market pushing for better device positioning 

capabilities, 5G initially added positioning 

support in Rel-16, which defined the key 

techniques such as roundtrip time (RTT), angle 

of arrival/departure (AoA/AoD), and time 

difference of arrival (TDOA). Rel-17 will further 

enhance positioning accuracy, latency, 

capacity, and down to cm-level. This is going to 

be especially important for industrial IoT use 

cases.
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• 3GPP Rel-17 will start a study to 

characterize the performance of 5G 

networks for various uses cases 

belonging to this broader category (i.e., 

VR, AR, etc.).



IoT = Services?

Source sample text
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IOT-as-a-Service 
(IOTaaS)

Digitization of high value industries
• Solve the difficult use cases

• Ready to deploy solutions and services

• Enable vertical solutions that scale

Add E2E value
• Technology push; Pre-integration; Pre-certification

• Utilize Qualcomm Technologies Ecosystem /Silicon

Partner with industry leaders
• IOTaaS customization

• GTM offering to specific industries

• Enable new use cases

IOT E2E Services

Services   +   Platform   +   Silicon

Device Management

Middleware

Cloud, Ecosystem Integration

Predictive & Prescriptive Edge Analytics

Edge Compute Private NetworkAI

Services Platform

Value added Services, Data Visualization, Dashboards

Commn. & Collab tools

E2E Platform

Pilot Validation

IOTaaS Enablement
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CMaaS
Hard Hat

Connected Worker

Wearable AI Camera 

Thermal Safety Scan

Digital workflow

Remote Collaboration

Connected Health Kiosk

Drones for inspection

Perimeter Lidar

AI Camera for NLOS

Cloud

Construction 
safety industry is
multi-functional

Ripe for disruption

Perimeter 
Inspection

Lidar 

WoS Screen

Private Network + V-RAN

Const. 
Wearables

Connected 
Safety Helmet

Health Kiosk

Camera
Access &

Control 

Thermal
Camera

CMaaS
touch points
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IoT-as-a-Service
Smart Connected Spaces
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Smart
Agriculture

Smart
Transportation

Smart
Campuses

Smart
Infrastructure

Smart
Manufacturing

Smart Safety
and Security

Smart
Spaces

Smart
Verticals

Smart
Spaces

Smart Shops

Smart Stations

Smart Malls

Smart Display

Smart Experiences

Smart Buildings

Smart Stations

Smart Operators

Smart Traffic

Smart Crowd
Management

Smart Schools

Smart Universities

Smart Stadiums

Smart Malls

Smart Roads

Smart Hospitals

Smart Borders

Smart Airports

Smart Ports

Smart Utilities (Power / Water)

Smart Grid

Smart Factory

Smart Logistics

Smart Warehousing

Asset Management

Smart Cameras

Smart Surveillance

Smart Access

Smart Livestock

Smart Farming

Smart Horticulture 
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Manufacturing Retail Energy Smart citiesRobotics

Asset 
management

Logistics / 
warehousing

Security and 
surveillance

HealthcareSmart displays 
and collaboration

With Fragmentation in IoT, need for a full-stack solution is eminent.
E2E service by Qualcomm Technologies is driving the transformation of 

smart IoT And solving the challenge of Edge AI deployment at scale.
20



Follow us on:

For more information, visit us at:

www.qualcomm.com & www.qualcomm.com/blog

Thank you
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